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Rael 	 3/16/79 

This is to keep me from forgetting by the time you have completed 
identifying the bulkys. I will let this wait until you have completed t' 

In today's mail I received the enclosed copies of FBI documents fr 
Paul Hoch. I would like you to please check them against mine to dete 

• I have them from the FBI 
The copies are identical 
If I do .not have them how the worksheets explain their abs 

are worksheets 

You will in that some of the bulkys not accounted for in the 10 
exist and are described on the worksheets provided to Hoch. He also add 
The typing is hist. 

I believe that comparing his worksheets with the list you may will 
all were not accounted for jpq him, either, that we know of those not on 

I also believe that the missing earlier serials. of the Fair Play f 
are listed on Hoch's but not mentioned on mine. 

Where they have 0/S the FBI means outside of the scope of the requ 
interpret the request. (loch's request was for a period beginning 4/1/6 
which does not let the record show there was no FFCC activity in New Or 
Odmiald created the only such activity I was able to discover and I ham.:;_ 

Which raises questions about what Oswald wadsdoing, not what he ap 
doing. 

Hoch has some Marine records I do not recall. This does not mean t 
them. There may be some I saw I'd want for the subject file and did not 
box of these now several months old. However, if we have that file chec 
simple and is worth the time. 
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